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By using scanning tunneling microscopy and reflection high-energy electron diffraction it is demonstrated
that self-organized ordered Si structures develop during submonolayer Si deposition on vicinal GaAs共001兲
surfaces, provided the preferred adsorption sites in the trenches of the (2⫻4) reconstruction are filled with Ga.
The evolution of different reconstructions with increasing Si coverages is accompanied by step bunching and
de-bunching processes. This unexpected behavior is explained by the interaction between reconstructions and
steps from a thermodynamic equilibrium view. For particular coverages the complex process leads to a separation of different surface phases and Si coverages on terraces and in step regions.

Understanding the physics of epitaxial growth is a longstanding problem in surface physics and materials science.
Of particular interest are the initial stages of growth or the
submonolayer regime, which has been extensively studied
both experimentally and theoretically for various materials
like metals on metals, metals on semiconductors and semiconductors on semiconductors1–7 with the simplifying assumption that the substrate is immobile during the deposition. The technique of molecular beam epitaxy 共MBE兲
provides an ideal method to study this fundamental issue due
to its precision at the atomic level. The investigation of
GaAs共001兲 as a prototype compound semiconductor surface
recently revealed that MBE growth may proceed under conditions much closer to equilibrium than has been believed
before.8 From a thermodynamic view, the original substrate
surface usually is regarded to be in its equilibrium state.9–11
Its reconstruction is known to play an important role in step
dynamics which determines the morphology of surfaces.
Consequently, modification of the surface morphology by
deposited atoms is expected to be a common surface phenomenon, as demonstrated, e.g., for Au deposition on vicinal
Si共111兲,12 restructuring of Cu共110兲 during oxygen
chemisorption13 and reversible step rearrangements on vicinal Si surfaces as a function of arsenic coverage.14 However,
such possibilities have not yet been explored for III-V semiconductor systems, although such knowledge is important
for an understanding of the formation of respective heterogeneous interfaces and self-organized low-dimensional structures. In the present scanning tunneling microscopy 共STM兲
investigation, we show that the ordered incorporation of Si
on GaAs 共001兲 surfaces leads to step bunching and debunching processes with increasing coverages. The phenomena are explained in terms of the interplay of the deposited Si
and the GaAs template based on thermodynamic arguments.
A number of studies have been devoted to the Si incorporation on GaAs 共001兲 surfaces as they usually are used for Si
␦ doping and the first step of the Si-on-GaAs heteroepitaxy.
In Si adsorption experiments carried out on c(4⫻4) reconstructed surfaces,15 ‘‘needlelike’’ islands were found to form
by a Si-As dimer exchange with the additional outermost
arsenic layer. Other studies show that Si preferentially occupies the vacant second layer Ga sites in the missing dimer
trenches of (2⫻4) ␤ reconstructed surfaces.16 It should be
noted that steps were not found to influence the Si distribution at above conditions. It is challenging, however, to study
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the Si incorporation behavior on the (2⫻4) ␣ surface which
is obtained at higher temperatures or lower As partial pressures. At these conditions the Si atoms have an enhanced
mobility and former high-energy electron diffraction
共RHEED兲 and reflectance difference spectroscopy 共RDS兲
studies17,18 suggested the formation of self-organized structures.
The present experiments were performed in an MBE
growth chamber equipped with RHEED and RDS and connected to an STM chamber via a gate valve. Epi-ready n-type
GaAs substrates with a 2° miscut towards 共111兲A were used.
The structure of the bare GaAs共001兲 surface after buffer
layer growth was closer to the (2⫻4) ␣ than the (2⫻4) ␤
phase at the substrate temperature of 590 °C and an As4
beam-equivalent pressure of 1.5⫻10⫺6 Torr, as assessed by
RD spectra.19 Si was deposited with a flux of about 5.0
⫻1011 atoms cm⫺2 s⫺1 共calibrated by secondary ion mass
spectrometry in reference samples兲 in pulses of 60 s and
interruptions of 180 s. The Si incorporation process which is
reflected in the surface structure was monitored by in situ
RHEED and RDS. When a certain Si coverage was reached,
the deposition was stopped and the resulting surface
quenched by decreasing both the substrate temperature and
the As4 background pressure in order to maintain the asgrown surface structures. An unchanged RHEED pattern
共judged from real-time linescan measurements兲 and RDS signal during the whole process were used as criteria for correct
quenching. After having the valve of the As4 source completely closed at a substrate temperature of about 500 °C, the
samples were transferred into the STM chamber for further
analysis. STM images of filled states were taken at room
temperature in the constant current mode with negative
sample biases of 2 to 4 V and tunneling currents of 0.1 to 0.4
nA.
During exposure to Si the RHEED pattern of GaAs 共001兲
changes gradually from the (2⫻4) ␣ to a (3⫻2)
structure,20,21 reaching the highest intensity after deposition
of 0.3ML 共monolayer兲 Si. Upon further increase of the Si
coverage the intensity of the (3⫻2) surface phase decreases
again and a new (1⫻3) reconstruction,21 which is related to
the so-called asymmetric (1⫻3) structure of a Si layer with
adsorbed As, is formed.
A typical STM image of the clean (2⫻4) ␣ surface is
shown in Fig. 1共a兲. The bright and dark rows running in the
关 1̄10兴 direction result from the As dimer and missing dimer
R2440
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FIG. 1. Filled states STM images of 共a兲 the GaAs共001兲-(2
⫻4) ␣ surface with a miscut of 2° towards 共111兲A and 共b兲 the same
surface after Si deposition of 0.05 ML. Image dimensions are 共a兲
60 nm⫻60 nm and 共b兲 100 nm⫻100 nm. Some of the monolayer
steps are marked by S. In 共b兲 some of the (3⫻2) reconstructed
patches are indicated by circles. The inset in 共a兲 shows a highresolution image of the (2⫻4) ␤ 2 structure on the singular surface.

rows, respectively. They are less well resolved than on the
(2⫻4) ␤ surface 共shown for comparison in the inset兲 due to
the high kink density in the dimer rows, which is characteristic of the (2⫻4) ␣ structure.22 This type of contrast actually can be used as a criterion that the (2⫻4) ␣ structure was
successfully quenched without a transition to the (2⫻4) ␤
structure. The surface is divided into several terraces by
ragged A-type monolayer steps 共indicated by S) roughly running parallel to the dimer rows. The mean terrace width of
about 8 nm is consistent with the 2° miscut.
The STM image of Fig. 1共b兲 was taken after deposition of
0.05 ML Si. Several randomly distributed (3⫻2) reconstructed patches have formed, with chains spaced 1.2 nm and
running along the 关110兴 direction 关marked by circles in Fig.
1共b兲兴. Step bunching and wide (3⫻2) reconstructed terraces
as in the lower left-hand part of the figure are also observed.
Upon continuing the Si deposition up to a level of 0.1 ML
the Si related (3⫻2) structure occupies a larger area of the
surface at the expense of the original (2⫻4) ␣ structure 关Fig.
2共a兲兴. The entire surface is covered by wide (3⫻2) terraces
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FIG. 2. Filled states STM images of the vicinal GaAs共001兲 surface after Si deposition of 共a兲 0.1 ML and 共b兲 0.2 ML. The image
dimensions are 共a兲 100 nm⫻100 nm and 共b兲 60 nm⫻ 60 nm.

and narrow regions with a heavily distorted (2⫻4) ␣ structure and step bunching. Fig. 2共b兲 shows an STM image of the
GaAs surface after Si deposition of 0.2 ML. Again, this surface is characterized by large (3⫻2) reconstructed terraces
separated by heavily step-bunched regions. The (2⫻4) ␣ reconstruction on these terraces is expected to be destabilized,
since the terrace width is estimated to be shorter than 1.6 nm.
From STM image investigation alone the structure of the
chains along 关110兴 in the (3⫻2) reconstruction cannot unambiguously be clarified. By applying RDS and using the
difference function between the Si-covered and the bare surface it was shown in previous work23 that the surface is
terminated by Si dimers with the dimer bond along 关110兴.
The STM images of the present work therefore represent the
first real space observation of the Si dimer chains and their
ordering in ‘‘ribbonlike’’ structures on the vicinal surface.
By increasing the Si coverage above 0.3 ML, the surface
transforms to the a(1⫻3) structure accompanied by a debunching of the steps. The a(1⫻3) phase is observed only
at step regions as shown in Fig. 3共a兲 for a Si coverage of 0.5
ML. The high resolution STM image in Fig. 3共b兲 shows that
the dimer rows of the a(1⫻3) phase, which run along the
关 1̄10兴 direction, have distances of 0.8 nm and 1.2 nm, which
gives rise to the incommensurate periodicity along 关110兴.
The RDS analysis reveals that this structure represents a
complete Si layer covered by As dimers with dimer bonds
along 关 1̄10兴 .23 The step debunching processes continue up to
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FIG. 3. Filled states STM images of the vicinal GaAs共001兲 surface after Si deposition of 0.5 ML, 共a兲 80 nm⫻80 nm, 共b兲
32 nm⫻32 nm.

Si coverages of 0.8 ML where the a(1⫻3) reconstruction
covers almost the whole surface.
It is important to note that the (3⫻2) phase is highly
ordered except from occasional vacancies, while the a(1
⫻3) reconstruction is characterized by a disordered appearance. The step bunching phenomenon with the separation
into two phases evident from Fig. 3, reveals a distinct selforganized Si structure. Obviously the Si coverage is 1 ML in
the step regions and 1/3 ML on the terraces. This unique Si
distribution pattern, particularly at low coverages, should be
important for electron scattering effects, because of the localized ionized Si atoms which play a dominant role in limiting the carrier mobility at low temperature.
While the (3⫻2) reconstruction, developing in the early
stage of Si deposition, is accompanied by step bunching, the
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reduction of the (3⫻2) reconstructed area during the development of the a(1⫻3) reconstruction is accompanied by
step de-bunching. In view of the growth conditions applied,
it is reasonable to discuss this phenomenon in terms of equilibrium thermodynamics.9,11 The deposited Si atoms induce
new reconstructions of the original surface and consequently
changes in surface free energy. The excess energy due to the
adsorption process must be dissipated. The original structure
is no longer an equilibrium state and new equilibration of the
surface structure is achieved by surface diffusion. The total
terrace energy depends on the coverages of the different surface phases which are determined by the amount of Si deposited. In addition, the reconstruction has implications on
the step formation and step interaction energies. It is known
that processes such as chemical adsorption and reconstruction change the surface energies by amounts comparable to
the small energies of step-step interaction.11 For the surface
equilibration of Si/GaAs共001兲 we find that the formation of
the ordered Si-terminated (3⫻2) structure, indicative for
stronger interaction of surface species, is coupled with step
bunching, whereas the formation of the disordered, Asterminated a(1⫻3) structure, pointing to weaker interaction
of surface species, is coupled with step de-bunching. A more
detailed discussion, however, would require knowledge on
step formation and interaction energies as well as on the
stress.
According to above discussion Si and Ga surface atoms
re-distribute due to the interaction between the new Si induced reconstruction and the step structures. Subsequently,
the two different coexisting reconstructions with different Si
coverages are spatially well separated, which results in an
ordered Si incorporation behavior on vicinal GaAs 共001兲 surfaces. To achieve this ordering two requirements has to be
fulfilled. The surface diffusion mobility of the Si and Ga
atoms must be high and the structure of the initial (2⫻4)
reconstructed GaAs surface must be the ␣ phase. The ␣
phase is characterized by two As-dimers with a complete
second Ga-layer and Ga-dimerization.22,24 Using this template we avoid the empty Ga sites in the missing As dimer
trenches of the ␤ -phase that act as favorable Si adsorption
sites at low Si coverage.25 These two prerequisites are the
important differences of our present study compared to previous studies by other authors.15,16
In summary, self-organized ordered Si structures on the
vicinal GaAs 共001兲 surface with well defined adsorption sites
were imaged in real space. The results clearly show that the
substrate surface of this heteroeptaxial system cannot be considered as immobile. Step bunching and debunching effects
occur due to interaction of steps and terrace reconstruction.
The unique Si distribution patterns formed are challenges for
improving electrical properties by reducing the elastic scattering rate and for future nanotechnology.25–27
The authors gratefully acknowledge discussions with R.
Koch.
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